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In this article we study the complexity of disjunction property for intuitionistic logic, the modal
logics S4, S4.1, Grzegorczyk logic, Gödel-Löb logic, and the intuitionistic counterpart of the modal
logic K. For S4 we even prove the feasible interpolation theorem and we provide a lower bound
for the length of proofs. The techniques we use do not require proving structural properties of the
calculi in hand, such as the cut-elimination theorem or the normalization theorem. This is a key
point of our approach, since it allows us to treat logics for which only Hilbert-style characterizations
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years there has been a growing interest in studying the complexity
of logical proofs. So far, the main issues have been concerned with the length
of classical propositional proofs, a problem related to the NP �= coNP question
[Buss 1999; Krajı́ček 1995; Pudlák 1999]. Recently, some studies [Buss and
Mints 1999; Buss and Pudlák 2001; Ferrari et al. 2002] have also been devoted
to the complexity of some properties of intuitionistic logic, in particular the
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disjunction property (A ∨ B ∈ Int implies A ∈ Int or B ∈ Int). In Buss and
Mints [1999] and Buss and Pudlák [2001], it was proved that Intuitionistic Logic
enjoys the feasible disjunction property: there exist a calculus C for Int and an
algorithm A such that, given a proof π of C of the formula A ∨ B, A provides
either a proof of A or a proof of B in polynomial time in the size of π . In Buss
and Mints [1999] the result was proved for C as a natural deduction calculus,
while in Buss and Pudlák [2001] it was proved for C as a sequent calculus. In
both cases the result essentially depends on structural properties of the proofs
of the calculus in hand; indeed, in Buss and Mints [1999] it relied on a restricted
version of the normalization theorem, whereas in Buss and Pudlák [2001] it was
based on a particular form of the cut-elimination theorem. This prevents the
possibility of applying these techniques to other logics, in particular to logics
for which only Hilbert-style characterizations are known.

In this article we prove the feasible disjunction property for intuitionistic
logic using a different technique based on a suitable extraction calculus, namely,
a calculus that, processing the information implicitly contained in the proof of
A ∨ B, solves the disjunction property. In our approach there is a sharp sep-
aration between the calculus C in which the proof of A ∨ B is built, and the
extraction calculus that solves the disjunction property. This makes our proof
of the feasible disjunction property essentially independent of structural prop-
erties of C. This has some advantages: first of all, it allows us to get the result
without proving cut-elimination or normalization; second, it allows us to extend
the proof to calculi with “weak structural properties” such as Hilbert-style cal-
culi, and hence to treat also logics for which only Hilbert-style characterizations
are known. This framework has already been applied in Ferrari et al. [2002]
to study the complexity of the disjunction property and the explicit definability
property (the predicate counterpart of disjunction property) of some predicate
intermediate logics.

Here, after having discussed the paradigmatic case of intuitionistic logic, we
study the case of modal logics and intuitionistic modal logics. We recall that
in the case of intuitionistic modal logics the disjunction property is defined
as for intuitionistic logic. For a modal logic L deciding the disjunction prop-
erty means to find out which between A and B is provable in L given a proof
of �A ∨ �B. In more detail, we study the case of the modal logics S4, S4.1,
Grzegorczyk logic and Gödel-Löb logic [Chagrov and Zakharyaschev 1997] and
the case of the intuitionistic modal logic IK (the result can be easily extended
to the intuitionistic counterpart of other modal logics). The schema of the proof
of the feasible disjunction theorem is the same for all these logics, even if we use
different kinds of calculi. For S4, S4.1 and Grzegorczyk logic we use a natural
deduction calculus; in the case of Gödel-Löb logic and IK we use Hilbert-style
calculi.

For S4 we prove the feasible disjunction theorem also in presence of a particu-
lar class of assumptions (modal Harrop assumptions) and we get, as a corollary,
the feasible interpolation theorem. As a remarkable consequence, along the lines
of Buss and Pudlák [2001], we get a lower bound on the length of the proofs of
S4.
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2. EXTRACTION CALCULI

In this article we deal with different (propositional) languages. Given a lan-
guage L, a sequent is any expression of the form � � A, where A ∈ L and � is a
finite subset of L; when � is empty we simply write � A.

Here, we introduce the extraction calculus to decide the disjunction property
for some logics. Although in this article we apply the extraction calculus to
natural deduction proofs and Hilbert-style proofs, in its general formulation
it can be applied to a great variety of calculi. For this reason the definition of
extraction calculus is based on an abstract notion of proof and calculus which
enables a uniform treatment of the subject (for a complete discussion we refer
the reader to Ferrari and Fiorentini [2003] and Ferrari et al. [2003]).

A proof over the language L is any finite object π such that

(1) the (finite) set of formulas of L occurring in π is uniquely determined and
nonempty;

(2) π proves a sequent � � A, where � (possibly empty) is the set of assumptions
of π , while A is the consequence of π .

The notation π : � � A means that � � A is the sequent proved by π . The size
‖π ‖ of a proof π is the number of symbols occurring in π , where a symbol is
either a propositional variable or a logical constant. Given a finite set of proofs
�, the size of � is ‖�‖= ∑

π∈� ‖π‖.
A calculus over L is a pair (C, [·]), where C is a recursive set of proofs over

L and [·] is a recursive map associating with every proof of the calculus the
set of its subproofs. We require [·] to satisfy the following natural conditions:
π ∈ [π ] and, for every π ′ ∈ [π ], [π ′] ⊆ [π ]. We remark that any usual single
conclusion inference system is a calculus according to our definition. With an
abuse of notation we often identify a calculus (C, [·]) with the set C of its proofs.

Given � ⊆ C, Seq(�) = {� � A | there exists π ∈ � such that π : � �
A ∈ �} is the set of the sequents proved in � and [�] = {π ′ | there exists π ∈
� such that π ′ ∈ [π ]} is the closure under subproofs of � in the calculus C.

An inference rule R is a relation between sequents of the kind

�1 � A1 . . . �n � An

� � B
R ,

where �1 � A1, . . . , �n � An are the premises of the rule while � � B is the
consequence. An inference rule R is an extraction rule1 (e-rule) for C iff

— R is an admissible rule in C, that is {�1 � A1, . . . , �n � An} ⊆ Seq(C) implies
� � B ∈ Seq(C);

— R can be polynomially simulated in C; that is, there exists a polynomial time
algorithm in the size of the input proofs that, given π1 : �1 � A1, . . . , πn : �n �
An of C, builds a proof π : � � B of C.

1This definition is different from the one of Ferrari and Fiorentini [2003] and Ferrari et al. [2003]
where the authors were interested in the logical complexity of extraction calculi instead of their
computational complexity.
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Let R be a recursive set of e-rules for C and let � be a recursive set of proofs
of C; the closure of Seq([�]) with respect to R gives rise to a calculus we call
extraction calculus.

Definition 2.1 (Extraction Calculus). Given a recursive set R of e-rules for
C and a recursive set � ⊆ C, the extraction calculus for �, denoted by ID(R, [�]),
is defined as follows:

(1) If � � A ∈ Seq([�]), then
τ ≡

� � A
is a proof-tree of ID(R, [�]) and τ proves � � A.

(2) If τ1 : �1 � A1, . . . , τn : �n � An are proof-trees of ID(R, [�]) and

�1 � A1, . . . , �n � An

� � B
R

is an e-rule of R, then the proof-tree

τ ≡ τ1 : �1 � A1 . . . τn : �n � An

� � B
R

belongs to ID(R, [�]) and τ proves � � B.

When � consists of a single proof π , we simply denote the extraction calculus
with ID(R, [π ]).

In the sequel we show that, taking very “simple” e-rules, we obtain extraction
calculi which allow us to solve (DP) in polynomial time. For instance, letNDInt be
the natural deduction calculus for intuitionistic logic and let SLD be the following
inference rule formalizing SLD-resolution:

� A1 . . . � An A1, . . . , An � B
� B

SLD,

where A1, . . . , An, B are arbitrary formulas. It is easy to check that SLD is an
e-rule for NDInt. The proof of the feasible disjunction property for intuitionistic
logic proceeds along the following lines. Let π : � A∨ B be a proof of NDInt and
let us consider the extraction calculus ID(SLD, [π ]).

—First, we show that ID(SLD, [π ]) contains either a proof of � A or a proof of � B
(to this aim we introduce a notion of evaluation of a formula in a calculus).

—Second, we exhibit a polynomial time strategy to generate all the proofs of
ID(SLD, [π ]). By the definition of e-rule, we get a polynomial time algorithm
to construct either a proof πA : � A or a proof πB : � B of the calculus NDInt.

For modal logics and intuitionistic modal logics the proof follows the same
schema changing the involved e-rules and the notion of evaluation.

We remark that in the following, when SLD is applied, the rightmost sequent
is an axiom of the extraction calculus. Hereafter we write

A1, . . . , An � B

to emphasize that A1, . . . , An � B is an axiom of the extraction calculus in hand.
To conclude this section, we notice that extraction calculi have been intro-

duced in Ferrari and Fiorentini [2003] and Ferrari et al. [2003] to define a class
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Table I. The Natural Deduction Calculus NDInt for
Intuitionistic Logic

A � A
Id

� � ⊥
� � A

⊥Int

� � A � � B
�, � � A ∧ B

I∧ � � A ∧ B
� � A

E∧ � � A ∧ B
� � B

E∧

� � A
� � A ∨ B

I∨ � � B
� � A ∨ B

I∨ � � A ∨ B �, A � C �, B � C
�, �, � � C

E∨

�, A � B
� � A→ B

I→ � � A � � A→ B
�, � � B

E→

of systems for which the disjunction property and the explicit definability prop-
erty (given a proof of ∃x A(x), find out a term t such that A(t) is provable) can
be decided using only information contained in a proof of A∨ B, respectively of
∃x A(x). Extraction calculi have also been applied in the framework of program
synthesis from formal proofs; see Avellone et al. [2001]; Ferrari et al. [1999].

3. PROPOSITIONAL INTUITIONISTIC LOGIC

In this section we study the case of propositional intuitionistic logic Int. Here
we consider the language L of (propositional) formulas built up in the usual
way starting from a denumerable set of propositional variables and the logical
constants ⊥, ∧, ∨, and→. We denote with NDInt the natural deduction calculus
of Table I (see, e.g., Troelstra and Schwichtenberg [1996]). A proof π of NDInt
is a tree of sequents built using the rules of Table I. The sequent proved by π is
the lowest sequent of π ; the notions of subproof of π and depth(π ) are defined
in the obvious way.

It is well known that Int meets the disjunction property (DP), that is, A∨ B ∈
Int implies A ∈ Int or B ∈ Int. In Buss and Mints [1999] and Buss and Pudlák
[2001] it was proved that (DP) can be decided in polynomial time in the size of
a proof of A ∨ B. Here we show an analogous result obtained with a different
technique. In particular, given a proof π : � A ∨ B of NDInt, we exhibit an
algorithm to construct a proof of � A or a proof of � B in the calculus NDInt in
polynomial time in the size of π , using the extraction calculus ID(SLD, [π ]).

To study the deductive power of ID(SLD, [π ]), we introduce the following notion
of evaluation:

Definition 3.1 (Evaluation). Given a set of proofs � of a calculus C and a
formula A, A is evaluated in � (in symbols � � A) iff the following conditions
hold:

(i) There exists a proof π : � A ∈ �.
(ii) One of the following inductive conditions holds:

(a) A is a propositional variable;
(b) A ≡ B ∧ C and � � B and � � C;
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(c) A ≡ B ∨ C and either � � B or � � C;
(d) A ≡ B→C and, if � � B, then � � C.

A set � of formulas is evaluated in �, and we write � ��, if � � A holds for
every A ∈ �.

To show that either A or B is provable in ID(SLD, [π ]), it suffices to prove that
ID(SLD, [π ]) � A ∨ B. The key point is the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.2. Let � be a recursive set of proofs of NDInt. For every π : � � A
belonging to [�], if ID(SLD, [�]) �� then ID(SLD, [�]) � A.

PROOF. Let us assume that � = {B1, . . . , Bn} is evaluated in ID(SLD, [�]). By
definition there exist in ID(SLD, [�]) the proofs τ1 : � B1, . . . , τn : � Bn. Moreover,
since � � A ∈ Seq([�]), then � � A is an axiom of ID(SLD, [�]); hence the proof

τ1 : � B1, . . . , τn : � Bn � � A
� A

SLD

belongs to ID(SLD, [�]) (this is the only point requiring the use of SLD). This
proves point (i) of Definition 3.1; to prove point (ii) we proceed by induction on
depth(π ).

If depth(π ) = 0, the only rule applied in π is an assumption introduction Id;
hence � = {A} and the assertion trivially holds. Let us suppose that depth(π ) =
h + 1. The proof goes on by cases according to the last rule applied in π ; here
we only discuss some representative cases.

Disjunction elimination:

π : � � A ≡ π0 : �0 � B1 ∨ B2 π1 : �1, B1 � A π2 : �2, B2 � A
�0, �1, �2 � A

E∨.

Since ID(SLD, [�]) ��0, π0 belongs to [�] and depth(π0) ≤ h, we get, by induction
hypothesis, that ID(SLD, [�]) � B1 ∨ B2. Thus, there exists i ∈ {1, 2} such that
ID(SLD, [�]) � Bi and, since πi : �i, Bi � A belongs to [�], by induction hypothesis
we have ID(SLD, [�]) � A.

Implication introduction:

π : � � A ≡ π ′ : �, B � C
� � B→C

I→.

Let us assume that ID(SLD, [�]) � B; since ID(SLD, [�]) ��, π ′ belongs to [�] and
depth(π ′) ≤ h, by induction hypothesis we get ID(SLD, [�]) � C.

By the above lemma it follows that we can use the extraction calculus to
solve (DP). Indeed, let π : � A ∨ B be a proof of NDInt. Since the empty set
of formulas is trivially evaluated in ID(SLD, [π ]), by Lemma 3.2 we deduce that
ID(SLD, [π ]) � A ∨ B. Hence, ID(SLD, [π ]) � A or ID(SLD, [π ]) � B and, by point (i)
of Definition 3.1, at least one between the sequents � A and � B is provable in
ID(SLD, [π ]). Thus:

THEOREM 3.3. If π : � A ∨ B is a proof of NDInt, then either � A or � B is
provable in ID(SLD, [π ]).
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One can prove that the calculus ID(SLD, [π ]) has the disjunction property, that
is, for every � A ∨ B provable in ID(SLD, [π ]), either � A or � B is provable in
ID(SLD, [π ]) (see, e.g., Ferrari et al. [2003]).

To study the complexity of the disjunction property, we need to investigate
the complexity of the extraction calculus. To this aim we define a strategy to
generate all the proofs of the extraction calculus in polynomial time. Let SEQ

be the set of all the sequents over L; given a finite set of sequents �, the map
E� : 2SEQ → 2SEQ is defined as follows:

E�(�) = { � A | B1, . . . , Bn � A ∈ � and {� B1, . . . , � Bn} ⊆ �}.
It is easy to check that E� is a monotone and continuous operator on the com-
plete partial order 〈2SEQ, ⊆〉. Hence, by the Knaster-Tarsky theorem, E� has
the least fixpoint E∞

� and, by the Kleene theorem, E∞
� = ⋃

k∈ω Ek
� , where

E0
� = ∅,

Ek+1
� = E�

(
Ek

�

)
.

Given a finite set of proofs � of NDInt, let � = Seq([�]); it is immediate to check
that � A is provable in ID(SLD, [�]) iff � A ∈ E∞

� . Thus, we can generate proofs
of ID(SLD, [�]) by repeatedly applying E� . In the next theorem we show that
this can be performed in polynomial time.

THEOREM 3.4. Let � be a finite set of proofs of NDInt.

(i) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates a
proof τA : � A of the calculus ID(SLD, [�]) for every sequent � A provable in
ID(SLD, [�]).

(ii) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates
a proof πA : � A of the calculus NDInt for every sequent � A provable in
ID(SLD, [�]).

PROOF

(i) We have to generate the sequence of Ek
� , with � = Seq([�]), and, at each

step k, a proof τA : � A for every � A of Ek
� not already proved. At iteration

k +1 we have to consider any sequent B1, . . . , Bm � A of � such that proofs
τ1 : � B1, . . . , τm : � Bm have been already generated but no proof of � A
has been built; we construct the proof τA : � A by applying SLD. Note that
the axioms of � of the form � � A will not be used in successive iterations;
therefore, if n = |Seq([�])| we have that En

� = E∞
� . We can conclude that

the algorithm works in time polynomial in ‖�‖.
(ii) Immediately follows from point (i) and the definition of e-rule.

To summarize, given a proof π : � A∨ B of NDInt, by Theorem 3.3 either � A
or � B is provable in ID(SLD, [π ]); hence, by the previous theorem, a proof of � A
or a proof of � B of NDInt can be constructed in polynomial time in the size of
π . Therefore:

THEOREM 3.5. Int has the feasible disjunction property.
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We point out that our technique does not require any manipulation of the
proofs. We only use the fact that the proofs of the natural deduction calculus
preserve evaluation of formulas (Lemma 3.2). This is not a peculiar feature of
natural deduction calculi, but it also holds for other deductive systems for Int
such as the sequent calculus of Buss and Pudlák [2001]. Thus the results of our
article can be restated also for different calculi (possibly with different e-rules).
We also notice that the result of Buss and Pudlák [2001] was based on an im-
plicit extraction calculus using the e-rules cut and weakening. In this sense our
result is an improvement of the one of Buss and Pudlák [2001], since SLD pro-
vides a better search strategy. On the other hand, our algorithm is essentially
equivalent to the one exhibited in Buss and Mints [1999].

It is well known that the disjunction property does not hold in general under
assumptions. On the other hand, it holds for sequents of the form � � A ∨ B
where � is a set of Harrop formulas, that is, formulas of the kind

H ::= p | ⊥ | H ∧ H | A→ H,

where p is a propositional variable and A is any formula. To treat the case of
Harrop formulas, beside the e-rule SLD we need the e-rules RE∧ (restricted and
elimination) and RMP (restricted modus ponens)

� H1 ∧ H2

� Hi
RE∧ with i ∈ {1, 2}, � A � A→ H

� H
RMP,

where H, H1, and H2 are Harrop formulas and A is any formula. As proved in
Ferrari et al. [2002] (see also the discussion about modal Harrop formulas in
Section 4.2), the feasible disjunction property also holds in presence of Harrop
assumptions. That is:

THEOREM 3.6. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that given a proof
π : � � A ∨ B of NDInt, with � a set of Harrop formulas, constructs a proof
πA : � � A or a proof πB : � � B of the calculus NDInt.

As proved in Buss and Pudlák [2001], the above theorem leads to the feasible
interpolation theorem for intuitionistic logic:

THEOREM 3.7. Given a proof π : p1 ∨¬p1, . . . , pn ∨¬pn � B0 ∨ B1 of NDInt, it
is possible to construct a circuit C(p) whose size is polynomial in ‖π‖ such that,
for every a ∈ {0, 1}n, if C(a) = i, then the formula B̃i obtained by substituting pj
with ⊥ if a j = 0 and pj with ⊥→⊥ if a j = 1, is a classical tautology.

As a consequence, provided that NP ∩ coNP �⊆ P/poly, there exist intuition-
istic proofs whose size cannot be bounded by a polynomial in the size of the
proved formula (see Buss and Pudlák [2001] or the analogous discussion for S4
in Section 4.2).

4. MODAL LOGICS

In this section we focus on the disjunction property in some modal logics. Here
we consider the language L� built up on a denumerable set of propositional
variables, the logical constants ⊥, ∧, ∨,→and the modal operator �; ¬A is an
abbreviation for A→⊥. In the case of a modal logic L, the disjunction property
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Table II. Natural Deduction Rules for S4

� � �A
� � A

E� �B1, . . . , �Bm � A

�B1, . . . , �Bm � �A
I�

(DP) is formulated as follows: if �A ∨ �B ∈ L then either A or B belongs to L.
L has the feasible disjunction property iff there exist a calculus C for L and an
algorithm A such that, given a proof π : � �A∨�B, A constructs either a proof
πA : � A or a proof πB : � B in polynomial time in ‖π‖.

Here we prove the feasible disjunction property for S4, S4.1, Grzegorczyk
logic, and Gödel-Löb logic. In the case of S4, S4.1, and Grzegorczyk logic, we
prove the result using a natural deduction calculus; for Gödel-Löb logic we
exploit a Hilbert-style calculus. The calculi are defined by extending the natural
deduction calculus NDCl for classical logic, which is obtained by adding to the
calculus NDInt of Table I the rule

�, ¬A � ⊥
� � A

⊥Cl.

4.1 S4 Logic

S4 is the modal logic obtained by adding to classical logic the axiom-schemata
(K ) ≡ �(p → q) → (�p → �q),
(T ) ≡ �p → p,
(4) ≡ �p → ��p.

The natural deduction calculus NDS4 for S4 is obtained by adding to NDCl the
rules of Table II (see, e.g., Prawitz [1965]).

To prove the feasible disjunction property, we argue as in Section 3. Here we
consider the rule

� A1 . . . � An �A1, . . . , �An � B
� B

SLD�.

It is easy to check that SLD� is an e-rule for NDS4. We recall that S4 does
not enjoy the intuitionistic disjunction property due the presence of ⊥Cl; thus
we cannot prove the main lemma using the evaluation for Int. To treat S4
we introduce a new notion of evaluation, which differs from the previous one
because provability is only required for boxed formulas. We remark that the
evaluation for Int does not work for S4; otherwise it would follow that S4 has
the intuitionistic disjunction property.

Definition 4.1 (S4-Evaluation). Given a set of proofs � of a calculus C and
a formula A, A is S4-evaluated in � (in symbols � �S4 A) iff one of the following
inductive conditions holds:

(1) A is a propositional variable;
(2) A ≡ B ∧ C and � �S4 B and � �S4 C;
(3) A ≡ B ∨ C and either � �S4 B or � �S4 C;
(4) A ≡ B→C and, if � �S4 B then � �S4 C;
(5) A ≡ �B and � �S4 B and there exists a proof τ : � B ∈ �.
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We remark that, since ⊥ is not S4-evaluated in �, � �S4 ¬A iff � �S4 A
does not hold; this classical interpretation of ¬ is essential to treat the case of
⊥Cl in the following lemma. Given a set of formulas �, � �S4 � iff � �S4 A for
every A ∈ �. The main step consists in proving that proofs of NDS4 preserve
S4-evaluation.

LEMMA 4.2. Let � be a recursive set of proofs of NDS4. For every π : � � A
belonging to [�], if ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 � then ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 A.

PROOF. The proof proceeds as in Lemma 3.2 by induction on the depth of π .
The base case and the inductive cases corresponding to the rules for ∧, ∨,→and
the case of E�-rule easily follow from the definition of S4-evaluation (there is
no need to apply e-rules). It remains to prove the cases of ⊥Cl-rule and I�-rule.

⊥Cl-rule:

π : � � A ≡ π ′ : �, ¬A � ⊥
� � A

⊥Cl.

Let us assume that all the formulas in � are S4-evaluated in ID(SLD�, [�]).
If ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ¬A, by the induction hypothesis on π ′ it follows that
ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ⊥, against the definition of S4-evaluation. This implies that
ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ¬A does not hold; hence ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 A.

I�-rule:

π : � � A ≡ π ′ : �B1, . . . , �Bn � C
�B1, . . . , �Bn � �C

I�.

If �B1, . . . , �Bn are S4-evaluated in ID(SLD�, [�]), there exist proofs τ1 : �
B1, . . . , τn : � Bn in ID(SLD�, [�]). Moreover, since the sequent �B1, . . . , �Bn � C
belongs to Seq([�]), the proof

τ1 : � B1, . . . , τn : � Bn �B1 . . . �Bn � C
� C

SLD�

belongs to ID(SLD�, [�]). Finally, by induction hypothesis on π ′, C is S4-
evaluated in ID(SLD�, [�]); hence ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 �C.

Since the empty set of assumptions is trivially S4-evaluated, by the previous
lemma and by the definition of S4-evaluation, we immediately get

THEOREM 4.3. If π : � �A ∨ �B is a proof of NDS4, then either � A or � B is
provable in ID(SLD�, [π ]).

Thus, we can exploit the extraction calculus to solve (DP) for S4. Now we
study the complexity of the extraction calculus. Let SEQ be the set of all the
sequents over L� and let E� : 2SEQ → 2SEQ be the map defined as follows:

E�(�) = { � B | �A1, . . . , �Am � B ∈ � and {� A1, . . . , � Am} ⊆ �}.
E� is a monotone and continuous operator on the complete partial order
〈2SEQ, ⊆〉; hence E� has the least fixpoint E∞

� . Given a finite set of proofs �

of NDS4, let � = Seq([�]); it is immediate to check that � A is provable in
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ID(SLD�, [�]) iff � A ∈ E∞
� . We can proceed as in Theorem 3.4 and prove the

following:

THEOREM 4.4. Let � be a finite set of proofs of NDS4.

(i) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates a
proof τA : � A of the calculus ID(SLD�, [�]) for every sequent � A provable in
ID(SLD�, [�]).

(ii) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates
a proof πA : � A of the calculus NDS4 for every sequent � A provable in
ID(SLD�, [�]).

Combining Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, we get the following:

THEOREM 4.5. S4 has the feasible disjunction property.

4.2 S4 with Assumptions

Here we investigate the disjunction property for proofs of NDS4 with assump-
tions. We introduce a class of formulas we call modal Harrop formulas, which
behave as Harrop formulas in intuitionistic logic. Formally, a modal Harrop
formula is any formula H of the kind

H ::= p | ⊥ | H ∧ H | �A→ H | �H,

where p is a propositional variable and A is any formula. Note that by trans-
lating Harrop formulas according to the ◦ modal embedding of Troelstra and
Schwichtenberg [1996], we obtain modal Harrop formulas.

For technical reasons, instead of considering natural deduction proofs with
modal Harrop formulas as open assumptions, we introduce Harrop formulas
as axioms of the calculus. Given a recursive set H of modal Harrop formulas,
we denote with NDS4(H) the natural deduction calculus obtained by adding the
axiom-rule

� H
H∈H

to NDS4. We remark that, given a set H = {H1, . . . , Hn} of modal Harrop formu-
las, there exists a trivial one-to-one translation between proofs π : H1, . . . , Hn �
A of NDS4 and proofs π ′ : � A of NDS4(H).

We extend the extraction calculus of the previous section with the rules RME∧
(restricted modal ∧ elimination), RMMP (restricted modal modus ponens), and
RE� (restricted � elimination)

� H1 ∧ H2

� Hi
RME∧ with i ∈ {1, 2}, � A � �A→ H

� H
RMMP, � �H

� H
RE�,

where H, H1, and H2 are modal Harrop formulas and A is any formula. It is
immediate to check that RME∧, RMMP and RE� are e-rules for NDS4.

Given a recursive set of proofs � of NDS4(H), we denote with IDS4+ ([�])
the extraction calculus ID({SLD�, RME∧, RMMP, RE�}, [�]). First we have to show
that the modal Harrop axioms added to NDInt are actually S4-evaluated in
IDS4+ ([�]). This is a consequence of the following lemma.
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LEMMA 4.6. Let H be a recursive set of modal Harrop formulas, let � be a
recursive set of proofs of NDS4(H) and let us suppose that � ⊥ is not provable in
IDS4+ ([�]). For every modal Harrop formula H, if � H is provable in IDS4+ ([�]),
then IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 H.

PROOF. Let � H be provable in IDS4+ ([�]); we prove that H is S4-evaluated
by induction on the structure of H. By hypothesis H �≡ ⊥. If H is a propositional
variable, the assertion immediately follows. If H ≡ H1∧H2 the assertion follows
by the closure of IDS4+ ([�]) with respect to the e-rule RME∧ and by the induction
hypothesis. The case H ≡ �K is similar and requires the e-rule RE�. Let H ≡
�A → K and suppose that IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 �A. By definition, � A is provable
in IDS4+ ([�]). By applying the e-rule RMMP, it follows that � K is provable in
IDS4+ ([�]). Since K is a modal Harrop formula, by induction hypothesis we get
IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 K .

We can prove the main lemma about S4-evaluation.

LEMMA 4.7. Let H be a recursive set of modal Harrop formulas, let � be a
recursive set of proofs of NDS4(H), and let us suppose that � ⊥ is not provable
in IDS4+ ([�]). For every proof π : � � A belonging to [�], if IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 � then
IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 A.

PROOF. The proof is similar to the one given for Lemma 4.2. We only have
to consider the case in which π consists of an axiom-rule. In this case � = ∅
and A is a modal Harrop formula; since � A ∈ Seq([�]), then � A is provable
in IDS4+ ([�]), and, by Lemma 4.6, IDS4+ ([�]) �S4 A.

By the previous lemma and by the definition of S4-evaluation we get

THEOREM 4.8. Let H be a recursive set of modal Harrop formulas, let π : �
�A ∨ �B be a proof of NDS4(H), and let us suppose that � ⊥ is not provable in
IDS4+ ([π ]). Then either � A or � B is provable in IDS4+ ([π ]).

To study the complexity of the extraction calculus, we need to extend the
map E� of the previous section to consider the new e-rules. Given a finite set
of sequents �, E� : 2SEQ → 2SEQ is defined as follows:

E�(�) = { � A | �B1, . . . , �Bn � A ∈ � and {� B1, . . . , � Bn} ⊆ �}⋃ { � H1 | H1 ∧ H2 is a modal Harrop formula and � H1 ∧ H2 ∈ �}⋃ { � H2 | H1 ∧ H2 is a modal Harrop formula and � H1 ∧ H2 ∈ �}⋃ {� H | �A→ H is a modal Harrop formula and
{� �A→ H, � A} ⊆ �}⋃ {� H | �H is a modal Harrop formula and � �H ∈ �}.

E� has the least fixpoint E∞
� . Given a finite set of proofs � of NDS4(H), let

� = Seq([�]); it is immediate to check that � A is provable in IDS4+ ([�]) iff
� A ∈ E∞

� .

THEOREM 4.9. Let H be a finite set of modal Harrop formulas and let � be a
finite set of proofs of NDS4(H).
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(i) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates a
proof τA : � A of the calculus IDS4+ ([�]) for every sequent � A provable in
IDS4+ ([�]).

(ii) There exists a polynomial time algorithm in ‖�‖ that, given �, generates
a proof πA : � A of the calculus NDS4(H) for every sequent � A provable in
IDS4+ ([�]).

PROOF. The proof of point (i) is similar to the one given for Theorem 3.4. We
only remark that to get the fixpoint we need a O(n2) iterations with n =‖�‖.
Indeed, since the application of the e-rules RME∧, RMMP, and RE� decomposes
some formulas, we can do at most n iterations without applying SLD�. Moreover,
since |Seq([�])| ≤ n, SLD� can be applied in at most n iterations. Point (ii)
immediately follows from point (i) and the definition of e-rule.

Let π : � �A ∨ �B be a proof of NDS4(H). To decide (DP) in polynomial time,
we exploit the calculus IDS4+ ([π ]). By Theorem 4.8, we know that either � ⊥
or � A or � B is provable in IDS4+ ([π ]). By Theorem 4.9 we can generate in
polynomial time either a proof π1 : � ⊥ or a proof π2 : � A or a proof π3 : � B of
NDS4(H). Note that in the first case H is S4-inconsistent and from π1 we can
construct a proof π : � A (or a proof π : � B) of NDS4(H) simply by applying the
rule ⊥Int to π1. Hence, we get the feasible disjunction property in presence of
modal Harrop assumptions.

THEOREM 4.10. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given a proof
π : � � �A ∨ �B of NDS4 with � a set of modal Harrop formulas, constructs a
proof πA : � � A or a proof πB : � � B of the calculus NDS4.

As a consequence of the above theorem, arguing as in Buss and Pudlák [2001],
one can prove the following version of the feasible interpolation theorem for S4:

COROLLARY 4.11. Given a proof π : �p1 ∨ �¬�p1, . . . , �pn ∨ �¬�pn � �B0 ∨
�B1 of NDS4, it is possible to construct a circuit C(p) whose size is polynomial
in ‖π‖ such that, for every a ∈ {0, 1}n, if C(a) = i, then the formula B̃i obtained
by substituting pj with ⊥ if a j = 0 and pj with ⊥→⊥ if a j = 1, belongs to S4.

This yields the following result about the size of proofs of NDS4:

THEOREM 4.12. If NP ∩ coNP �⊆ P/poly, then the size of shortest proofs of
NDS4 cannot be bounded by a polynomial in the size of the proved formulas.

PROOF. Let X be a set in NP ∩ coNP. For every n ≥ 1, there are formulas
An(p, q) and Bn(p, r), with p = p1, . . . , pn, such that the size of An(p, q) and
Bn(p, r) is bounded by some polynomial in n. Moreover:

X ∩ {0, 1}n = {a ∈ {0, 1}n : ∃q An(a, q) is satisfiable},
X c ∩ {0, 1}n = {a ∈ {0, 1}n : ∃r Bn(a, r) is satisfiable}.

This implies that the formulas ¬An(p, q) ∨ ¬Bn(p, r) (n ≥ 1) are classical tau-
tologies, and hence the sequents

p1 ∨ ¬p1, . . . , pn ∨ ¬pn � ¬An(p, q) ∨ ¬Bn(p, r)
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are provable in Int (see Buss and Pudlák [2001]; Pudlák [1999]). Using
the ◦ modal embedding of Troelstra and Schwichtenberg [1996], we get that,
for every n ≥ 1, there exists in NDS4 a proof

πn : �(�p1 ∨ �¬�p1), . . . , �(�pn ∨ �¬�pn) � �(¬An(p, q))◦ ∨ �(¬Bn(p, r))◦.

Since �(�A ∨ �B) ↔ (�A ∨ �B) holds in S4, we get a proof

π ′
n : �p1 ∨ �¬�p1, . . . , �pn ∨ �¬�pn � �(¬An(p, q))◦ ∨ �(¬Bn(p, r))◦.

Let us assume that all the proofs π ′
n have polynomial size in the proved formulas.

Then, the circuit Cn associated with π ′
n by Corollary 4.11 has polynomial size

in n. Moreover, since for every formula C not containing �, C◦ ∈ S4 implies
C ∈ Cl, we can use Cn to decide the membership to X ∩ {0, 1}n. This means that
X ∈ P/pol y .

4.3 Grzegorczyk Logic

Grzegorczyk logic Grz is the modal logic obtained by adding to S4 the
axiom-schema

(grz) ≡ �(�(p→�p)→ p)→ p.

A natural deduction calculus NDGrz for this logic can be obtained by adding to
the natural deduction calculus NDS4 the axiom-rule

� �(�(A→�A)→ A)→ A
grz,

where �(�(A → �A) → A) → A is any instance of the axiom-schema (grz). To
treat this logic in our framework, we can consider the notion of S4-evaluation
and the following rules:

� �(A→�A)→ A
� A→�A

GRZ1,
� �(A→�A)→ A

� A
GRZ2.

It is easy to check that both are e-rules for NDGrz. Let IDGrz([�]) denote the
extraction calculus ID({SLD�, GRZ1, GRZ2}, [�]).

LEMMA 4.13. Let � be a recursive set of proofs of NDGrz. For every proof
π : � � A belonging to [�], if IDGrz([�]) �S4 � then IDGrz([�]) �S4 A.

PROOF. The proof proceeds as for Lemma 4.2. We only need to prove that
the sequent introduced by the rule grz is evaluated in the extraction calculus.
So, let us suppose that

� �(�(A→�A)→ A)→ A
grz

belongs to [�] and let us suppose that IDGrz([�]) �S4 �(�(A → �A) → A). We
must prove that IDGrz([�]) �S4 A. By the definition of S4-evaluation, we have

(i) IDGrz([�]) �S4 �(A → �A) → A and there exists τ : � �(A → �A) → A ∈
IDGrz([�]).

First of all we prove that

(ii) IDGrz([�]) �S4 �(A→�A).
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By point (i), using the extraction rule GRZ1 we can build the proof

τ : � �(A→�A)→ A
� A→�A

GRZ1

in IDGrz([�]). Now, let us suppose that A is S4-evaluated in the extraction cal-
culus; to prove that �A is S4-evaluated, we only need to build a proof of � A in
IDGrz([�]); this can be done by applying GRZ2 to τ , and this concludes the proof
of Point (ii). By points (i) and (ii) we have IDGrz([�]) �S4 A.

By Lemma 4.13, the following holds:

THEOREM 4.14. If π : � �A∨�B ∈ NDGrz, then either � A or � B is provable
in IDGrz([π ]).

To study the complexity of the extraction calculus we consider the map

E�(�) = { � A | �B1, . . . , �Bn � A ∈ � and {� B1, . . . , � Bn} ⊆ �}⋃ { � A→�A | � �(A→�A)→ A ∈ �}⋃ { � A | � �(A→�A)→ A ∈ �}.
Reasoning as in the previous cases, we get

THEOREM 4.15. Grz has the feasible disjunction property.

4.4 S4.1

S4.1 is obtained by adding to S4 the McKinsey axiom (see Chagrov and
Zakharyaschev [1997])

(ma) ≡ ��p→��p,

where �p is an abbreviation for ¬�¬p. A natural deduction calculus NDS4.1 for
this logic can be obtained by adding to the natural deduction calculus NDS4 the
axiom-rule

� ��A→��A
M,

where ��A→��A is any instance of the axiom-schema (ma). To treat this logic,
we can use the extraction calculus ID(SLD�, [�]) used for S4 without adding any
new e-rule. The proof proceeds as for S4. Note that

—ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 �A iff ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 A or ID(SLD�, [�]) does not contain
any proof of the sequent � ¬A.

To prove the main lemma for S4.1, we only need to consider the case of proofs
π : � ��A→ ��A of depth zero. Let us assume that ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ��A; to
prove that ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ��A, we show that ID(SLD�, [�]) does not contain
any proof of the sequent � ¬�A. Let us assume that such a proof exists; this
means that ¬�A belongs to S4.1, which implies ¬��A ∈ S4.1. On the other
hand, since ID(SLD�, [�]) �S4 ��A, there exists a proof τ : � �A ∈ ID(SLD�, [�]);
hence �A belongs to S4.1, which implies ��A ∈ S4.1, a contradiction.

Proceeding as in previous sections, we easily get the following:

THEOREM 4.16. S4.1 has the feasible disjunction property.
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Table III. Hilbert Calculus HCl for Classical Logic

Ax1 A ∧ B→ A
Ax2 A ∧ B→ B
Ax3 A→ (B→ (A ∧ B))
Ax4 A→ A ∨ B
Ax5 B→ A ∨ B
Ax6 (A→C)→ ((B→C)→ (A ∨ B→C))
Ax7 A→ (B→ A)
Ax8 (A→ (B→C))→ ((A→ B)→ (A→C))
Ax9 ⊥→ A

Ax10 ¬¬A→ A

MP
A A→ B

B

4.5 Gödel-Löb Logic

To treat Gödel-Löb Logic GL, we consider a Hilbert-style calculus (the sequent
calculi given in Avron [1984] and Valentini [1983] can be used as well). The
Hilbert-style calculus HGL for GL is obtained by adding to the calculus HCl for
classical logic of Table III the axiom-schemata (K ) and (4), the Löb axiom (see
Chagrov and Zakharyaschev [1997])

(la) ≡ �(�p→ p)→�p,

and the necessitation rule

A
�A

NEC.

As usual, a proof π : � A of HGL is any finite sequence of formulas B1, . . . , Bn
such that Bn ≡ A and, for every i = 1, . . . , n, either Bi is an instance of an
axiom-schema, or it is obtained by applying modus ponens to two formulas
C→ D and C that occur before in the sequence, or it is obtained by applying the
necessitation rule to a formula C that occurs before in the sequence. A subproof
of a proof π of HGL is any subsequence of π which is a proof of HGL. We remark
that, given a proof π : � A, the set Seq([π ]) only contains sequents with an
empty set of assumptions.

We note that GL is “incompatible” with the reflexivity axiom �p → p; in-
deed, adding this axiom to GL, we obtain an inconsistent logic. We introduce
a new notion of evaluation that differs from S4-evaluation in the case of boxed
formulas.

Definition 4.17 (GL-Evaluation). Given a set of proofs � of a calculus C
and a formula A, A is GL-evaluated in � (in symbols � �GL A) iff one of the
following inductive conditions holds:

(1) A is a propositional variable;
(2) A ≡ B ∧ C and � �GL B and � �GL C;
(3) A ≡ B ∨ C and either � �GL B or � �GL C;
(4) A ≡ B→C and, if � �GL B then � �GL C;
(5) A ≡ �B and there exists a proof τ : � B ∈ �.
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We point out that � �GL ¬A iff � �GL A does not hold. If the symbol � is used,
� �GL �A iff there is no proof of � ¬A in �. Given a set of formulas �, � �GL �

iff � �GL A for every A ∈ �.
Let us consider the following inference rules:

� A � A→ B
� B

RMP, � A � �A→��A
� �A

R�, � �A→ A
� A

RLA.

It is easy to check that these rules are e-rules for HGL. Let � be a set of proofs
of HGL; we denote with IDGL([�]) the extraction calculus ID({RMP, R�, RLA}, [�]).
We point out that the presence of the premise � �A→��A in R� is needed to
prevent unnecessary applications of the rule in the extraction calculus.

LEMMA 4.18. Let � be a recursive set of proofs of HGL. For every π : � A
belonging to [�], IDGL([�]) �GL A.

PROOF. The proof is by induction on the number k of applications of the rules
MP and NEC in π . If k = 0, A is an axiom of HGL. If A is an axiom of HCl, the
assertion immediately follows by the definition of GL-evaluation (there is no
need to apply e-rules). Let us analyze the case of modal axioms.

—Axiom (K). Let us assume that IDGL([�]) �GL �(B →C). Then there exists a
proof τ : � B→C in IDGL([�]). We have to prove that IDGL([�]) �GL �B→�C.
Let us assume that IDGL([�]) �GL �B; then there exists a proof τ ′ : � B in
IDGL([�]). By applying the e-rule RMP to τ and τ ′, we get a proof of � C and
this proves that IDGL([�]) �GL �C.

—Axiom (4). Let us assume that IDGL([�]) �GL �B. Then there exists a proof
τ : � B in IDGL([�]). Since � �B → ��B is an axiom of IDGL([�]), by ap-
plying the e-rule R� we can build a proof of � �B, and this proves that
IDGL([�]) �GL ��B.

—Axiom (la). Let us assume that IDGL([�]) �GL �(�B → B). Then there exists
a proof τ : � �B→ B in IDGL([�]). By applying the e-rule RLA, we can build a
proof of � B and this proves that IDGL([�]) �GL �B.

Let k > 0. If the last rule applied in π is MP, the lemma immediately fol-
lows by the induction hypothesis and the definition of GL-evaluation. If the
last rule is NEC, then A ≡ �B and � B is an axiom of IDGL([�]); therefore
IDGL([�]) �GL �B.

As a consequence:

THEOREM 4.19. If π : � �A ∨ �B is a proof of HGL, then either � A or � B is
provable in IDGL([π ]).

Let SEQ be the set of all the sequents of L�. The operator needed to study the
complexity of the extraction calculus is

E�(�) = �
⋃{ � B | {� A, � A→ B} ⊆ �}⋃ { � �A | {� A, � �A→��A} ⊆ �}⋃ { � A | � �A→ A ∈ �}.

Arguing as in the previous cases we can conclude:
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Table IV. Axioms and Rules for IK

FS1 �(A ∨ B)→�A ∨ �B
FS2 �A ∧ �B→�(A ∧ B)
FS3 ¬�⊥
FS4 �(A→ B)→ (�A→�B)
FS5 (�A→�B)→�(A→ B)

FS6
A→ B

�A→�B

FS7
A→ B

�A→�B

THEOREM 4.20. GL has the feasible disjunction property.

To conclude this section, we remark that the modal logic obtained by adding the
axiom-schema (ma) to GL also has the feasible disjunction property. Indeed, as
the reader can easily check, (ma) is GL-evaluated in the extraction calculus
using the e-rules defined in this section.

5. INTUITIONISTIC MODAL LOGICS

To conclude the article, we show that the feasible disjunction property also holds
for the intuitionistic modal logic IK defined in Fischer Servi [1984]. Here we
consider the language L�,� consisting of the logical constants ⊥, ∧, ∨,→and
the modal operators � and �. Let HInt be the Hilbert-style calculus consisting of
the axioms (Ax1)–(Ax9) and the rule MP of Table III. The Hilbert-style calculus
HIK for IK defined in Fischer Servi [1984] is obtained by adding to HInt axioms
and rules of Table IV. In the case of intuitionistic modal logics the disjunction
property and the feasible disjunction property are defined as for intuitionistic
logic.

We use a notion of evaluation which extends intuitionistic evaluation so that
evaluation of formulas of the kind �A only requires provability, while formulas
of the kind �A are never evaluated.

Definition 5.1 (IK-Evaluation). Given a set of proofs � of a calculus C and
a formula A, A is IK-evaluated in � (in symbols � �IK A) iff the following
conditions hold:

(i) There exists a proof π : � A ∈ �.
(ii) One of the following inductive conditions holds:

(a) A is a propositional variable or A ≡ �B;
(b) A ≡ B ∧ C and � �IK B and � �IK C;
(c) A ≡ B ∨ C and either � �IK B or � �IK C;
(d) A ≡ B→C and, if � �IK B, then � �IK C.

To treat this logic we only need the rule RMP of Section 4.5 which is an e-rule
for HIK.

LEMMA 5.2. Let � be a recursive set of proofs of HIK. For every π : � A
belonging to [�], ID(RMP, [�]) �IK A.
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PROOF. Since � A is an axiom of ID(RMP, [�]), point (i) of Definition 5.1 is
immediate. To prove point (ii), we proceed by induction on the number k of
applications of the rules MP, FS6, and FS7 in π . If k = 0, A is an axiom of HIK.
If A is an intuitionistic axiom, the proof immediately follows by the definition
of IK-evaluation. Axioms FS1, FS3, and FS4 are trivial, since the antecedent
of these axioms cannot be IK-evaluated. Let us consider the case of axiom FS2,
namely, A ≡ �B ∧ �C → �(B ∧ C). If ID(RMP, [�]) �IK �B ∧ �C, there exists a
proof τ : � �B∧�C in ID(RMP, [�]). By applying RMP, we get a proof of � �(B∧C),
and this proves that ID(RMP, [�]) �IK �(B ∧ C). The case A ≡ FS5 is similar.

Suppose k > 0. If the last rule applied in π is MP, the assertion follows by the
induction hypothesis and the definition of IK-evaluation. If the last rule applied
in π is FS6 (A ≡ �B → �C), the assertion is trivial since ID(RMP, [�]) �IK �B
does not hold. Suppose that the last rule applied in π is FS7 (A ≡ �B→�C). If
ID(RMP, [�]) �IK �B, then ID(RMP, [�]) contains a proof of � �B. Applying RMP,
we get a proof of �C; thus ID(RMP, [�]) �IK �C.

Using the operator E�(�) = � ∪ { � B | {� A, � A→ B} ⊆ �} and reasoning
as in the previous cases, one easily gets

THEOREM 5.3. IK has the feasible disjunction property.

Using a suitable notion of evaluation (see, e.g., the variant of Kleene’s slash
quoted in Amati and Pirri [1994]), the feasible disjunction property can be easily
proved also for the intuitionistic modal logics ID, IT, IKDB, IB, IKD4, IS4,
and IS5 studied in Amati and Pirri [1994].
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